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Are You Ready to Learn Swift Programming FASTER Than You Ever Thought Possible?Welcome
to the Ultimate Crash Course on Swift With Tons of Detailed Step by Step Procedures!Are you
ready to unlock the keys to the future? If your answer is a resounding 'YES!', then this crash course
on Swift is exactly what you need in your toolkit. In these days of the 3.0 era, there are essential
tools that we must absolutely have at hand to solve everyday problems. And guess what? One of
these skills consists of... how to use programming languages. Can you imagine what we could do if
we'd knew how to write a simple instruction for our PC or Mobile Phone? What we could achieve if
we could create from scratch something that'd solve problems in just seconds? That would be
absolutely amazing: no limits, no boundaries, no frontiers. A whole new world of possibilities in front
of us!Perhaps you are an amateur just getting started with Swift, or maybe you already know a few
things about this exciting programming language and you'd like to reach for the next level. This
course will approach Android from both starting points! The aim is to achieve all the necessary skills
to learn Swift programming language in under 12 hours. Yes, I said it! 12 hours. In less than half a
day you will incorporate the ABCs of Android, and from there you'll develop the advanced
techniques you need to create your own projects.Want to hear the best part? This is not a mere
theoretical book. Not at all. In here, you'll find tons of useful exercises and tasks that will take your
Swift skills (and overall, your whole programming skills) to a whole new level. You'll experience in
first person how simple and entertaining Swift can be! This book will assist you not only to develop
and improve your skills, but most importantly, it will help you unlock the joy learning a new
programming language can unexpectedly bring. You can be sure of that!The idea we're proposing is
quite simple. You will learn Swift from zero to hero, in less than half a day. We will go from the root
to the top of this ground-breaking programming language, and from there we'll build the solid
foundations you are looking for. And at the end you will find a special bonus! Sounds good? So let's
go for it!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn Inside... Welcome to Your New Programming
LanguageHistory of SwiftWhat is Swift Installation of Swift Swift Language StructureSwift
VariablesSwift Operators User InputStrings in Swift Boolean LogicLoops and ArraysInheritance and
PolymorphismExample ProgramsMuch, much more! The contents of this book are easily worth over
$9.99, but for a limited time you can download "Swift: Crash Course - The Ultimate Beginnerâ€™s
Course to Learning Swift Programming in Under 12 Hours â€“" for a special discounted price.Buy
Your Copy Right Now!
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I've been a front-end developer for almost two decades, and even I had trouble following this book.
It's so poorly written it feels as if the author might've had a stroke while slapping it together. From
the start, the concepts are extremely high level, so I had trouble getting past the first couple of
chapters. It wasn't until after I purchased the book that I realized most of the 5-star reviews are
probably fake since they're written in a syntax (broken English) almost identical to the author's. Both
this book and my initial judgement get a low score.

Swift is basically a compiled programming language specifically created for iOS, linux development
by Apple incorporated. It is designed to work with apples cocoa frameworks as well as the existing
objective code written for apple products. This book is geared towards programming knowledge
specifically for beginners. It is a crash couse in learning the basics of the swift for convenience of
use.

I consider myself as an amateur programmer. I do not have formal lessons and I just read books
such as this one. This book is indeed a crash course for swift programmer. It provides a background
and the basics. It provides a step by step guide on how to use it and the sequence involved. A

must-have for begineers and the like.

I am very interested to learn Swift Programming. Swift was developed to continue the better
experience support for developers of iOS platforms. This book gives the reader the tools to make
learning enjoyable and fruitful. It shows all aspects necessary to learn how to program. From the
ABC ' s to the solution of the most common programming problems and much, much more. I really
thank you for Eprogramy Academy for making learning process very simple and easy to
understand.

Impressive! All the things we need to know are clearly explained with this book. This book is such
an informative book that can help readers like me to understand more about programming and how
to take it in easy way. The book contains awesome techniques and processes of how programming
should be done. It is such an excellent book especially for anyone mastering programming. Really
worth recommending!

Am a complete beginner in the iOS although I have been coding in the web based languages like
PHP,JavaScript and the Java. This new language by Apple inc, is a must have by any passionate
programmer to fit well in the iOS programming system. This is a basic beginning for me and I hope
to develop my skills the more.

I learn the amazing features of new programming language. I read the amazing history of swift and
its features. This book is a complete guide about language, its installation, uses. I learn the swift
operations. Recommended this book to all,

I'm not sure if the people rating this book 5-stars are family, friends, or just employees of
Eprogramy, The grammar is so fractured and poorly written that it makes it very difficult to read let
alone comprehend what the author is trying to say. Will you learn Swift from ground zero to writing
programs in 12 hours - not hardly. Is this book clear and concise - no way. There are dozens of
better resources on the Web. For example, look at the tutorials on Paul Hudson's website HackingwithSwift.com. (I am not affiliated with Paul Hudson in any way). Good luck on your
programming.
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